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This article is my favorite *MBoC* paper, because I believe that it broke ground for a new field---the study of the role of nucleoli in genome organization. [@B2] demonstrate that parts of all chromosomes are associated with nucleoli in human cells. The association is biased toward more transcriptionally repressive and AT-rich regions of the genome. The patterns of nucleolar-associated chromatins partially overlap with nuclear lamina--associated chromatin domains and are heritable through cell cycles. Nucleoli and nuclear lamina have long been known to nucleate heterochromatin. However, little attention has been directed to exploring possible roles of nucleoli in global genome organization. This article, together with a study published in the same period by [@B1], provided the first molecular evidence of the extensive interactions between nucleoli and the genome. These findings raise the possibility that nucleoli play a key role in anchoring and organizing the mammalian genome.
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